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1. INTRODUCTION
In this work we develop and analyze a new domain decomposition
method for linear exterior boundary value problems appearing in physics
and engineering sciences. In order to solve this kind of problem, the well
Ž .known coupling of boundary element methods BEM and finite element
Ž .methods FEM has been successfully applied during the last two decades
Ž   .see, for instance, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 18, 27 and the references therein . In
addition, the so-called uncoupling procedure, which makes use of a Dirich-
let-to-Neumann mapping expressed in terms of the hypersingular integral
operator, has been shown to be a very effective simplification of the
Ž  .coupling technique see, e.g., 8, 17 .
We apply here the combination of Dirichlet-to-Neumann mappings
Ž .obtained by the uncoupling procedure and domain decomposition meth-
Ž  .ods see 21, 24 to solve the exterior Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian
in the plane. Although this is a simple model problem in potential theory,
it is of sufficient interest and generality to illustrate the main aspects of
 our approach. Indeed, as shown in 20 , our method is also applicable to a
larger class of exterior problems, including the Lame system in elasto-´
statics. However, instead of the uncoupling procedure, one needs to use a
ŽDirichlet-to-Neumann mapping based on Fourier series developments see
 .5, 14 .
The use of domain decomposition methods to solve linear and nonlinear
boundary value problems has recently gained considerable attention due
principally to the fast development of the parallel processing field. In fact,
its inherent parallelism and its ability to handle complex geometries and
discontinuous coefficients equations are very attractive features to be
taken into account. A rather complete discussion on these methods, based
   principally on FEM, is given in 19, 21, 22, 24 . Also, in 6, 10 , we have
successfully applied FEM-based domain decomposition techniques to lin-
ear exterior problems in the framework of SteklovPoincare operators´
Ž  .see 1, 21 .
We propose here the alternative use of boundary integral operators and
solution operators of domain based variational problems in order to
express the corresponding local SteklovPoincare operators. At the dis-´
crete level, this corresponds to a combination of BEM and FEM. We
recall that the use of BEM in SteklovPoincare operators has already´
Ž  .been applied in several papers see, e.g., 3, 15, 16, 23, 25, 26 . As usual,
our final goal is to obtain domain decomposition algorithms that can be
naturally implemented on a parallel computer. Our emphasis is on the
iterative solvers of the SteklovPoincare problem and the corresponding´
finite dimensional approximations. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we state some previous results and notations. Next, in
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Section 3 we discuss the iterative solvers, present the algorithms, and state
their contractivity properties. Finally, the finite dimensional approxima-
tions are discussed in Section 4.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We first recall our model problem. Let D be a bounded and simply
2 2Ž 2connected domain in R with smooth boundary  . Then, given f L RD
12. Ž .D with compact support, g H  , and b R, we seek u such0 D
b2 Ž .   Ž .that u f in R D, u g on  , and u x  log x O 1 as0 D 
 x . We also introduce a circle  , of radius r, whose interiorN
region contains D, such that the support of f lies inside the annular
region  bounded by  and  . Then we apply the boundary integralD N
 equation method as in 8, 17 to derive a Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping
on  .N
In this way, the variational formulation of the exterior problem is set on
1Ž .the bounded region  and becomes: find uH  such that u g on0
 andD
b
² :u   dx 2  , Vu  f dx  ds 1Ž .˙ ˙H H H
 r  N
1 Ž . 1 Ž .  1Ž . 4for all  H  , where H    H  :   0 on  . Here,  DD D
² : 12Ž . 12Ž . ,  denotes the duality pairing between H  and H  withN N
2Ž .respect to the L  -inner product, the dot indicates tangential derivativeN
12Ž . 12Ž .along  , and the mapping V : H  H  is the boundaryN N N
integral operator of the single layer potential, that is,
V	 x  E x , y 	 y dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H y
N
112Ž . Ž .  for all x  , for all 	H  , where E x, y  log x y isN N 2
the fundamental solution of the two-dimensional Laplacian.
We now let p 2 be a given integer. Then, in order to define the
interface problem, we let  , j 1, p 1 be polygonal closed curvesj
contained in , such that the interior region of  contains both D andj
the interior region of  , and such that they split  into p subdomainsj1
 , j 1, p. In other words,  is the annular region bounded by j j j1
and  . Here, we adopt the notation    and    . In addition, letj 0 D p N

 , i 1, p, be the unit outward normal to  .i i
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Then, we define linear extension operators R , i 1, p, as follows:i

12 1Ž . Ž . Ž .R : H     R  H  is the solution of1 1 1 1 1 1
R   0 in  ,Ž .1 1 1
R   0 on  and R    on  .Ž . Ž .1 1 D 1 1 1 1
12 12
 Ž . Ž . Ž .For all i 2, p 1, R : H   H    ,  i i1 i i1 i
Ž . 1Ž .R  ,  H  is the solution ofi i1 i i
R  ,   0 in  ,Ž .i i1 i i
R  ,    on  ,Ž .i i1 i i1 i1
R  ,    on  .Ž .i i1 i i i

12 1Ž . Ž . Ž .R : H     R  H  is the solution ofp p1 p1 p p1 p
R   0 in  ,Ž .p p1 p
R    on  ,Ž .p p1 p1 p1

R  2W R  on  .Ž . Ž .Ž .p p1 p p1 N

12Ž .Here, 
 denotes the unit outward normal to  and W : H  N N
12Ž .H  is the hypersingular boundary integral operator defined byN
 
W x  E x , y  y dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H y
 
x yN
12Ž .for all x  , for all H  , where 
 stands for the unit outwardN N z
normal at z  . We note that the above boundary value problemsN
define harmonic extensions to  , i 1, p, of the unknown Dirichlet datai
on the interfaces.
1Ž . 1Ž .Now, we introduce the bilinear forms A : H  H   R, ii i i
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 1, p, and A : H  H   R, defined, respectively by A z , i i i
Ž . H z .  dx, i  1, p 1, A z ,   H z   dx  i i p p p  p pi p
² : Ž . p Ž . 1Ž .2  , Vz , and A z,  Ý A z ,  for all z,  H  , where˙ ˙p p k1 k k k
 z  z and    . With this notation, the unique solution u k kk k
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .H  of 1 satisfies u g on  and A u,   F  for all  H  ,0 D D
bŽ .where F   H f dx H  ds. Also, we note that, for all    iN r
12Ž . Ž Ž . .H  , the harmonic extensions satisfy A R  ,   0 for all  i 1 1 1 1 1
1 1Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .H  , A R  ,  ,   0 for all  H  , i 2, p 1, and0 1 i i i1 i i i 0 i
Ž Ž . . 1 Ž .A R  ,   0 for all  H  .p p p1 p p  pp1
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  12Ž .Hereafter, ,  denotes the usual duality pairing between H i i
12Ž . 2Ž .  and H  with respect to the L  -inner product, and ,  standsi i i1, i
12Ž . 12Ž .for the corresponding duality pairing between H  H i1 i
12 12Ž . Ž .and H  H  , i 2, p 1, that is,i1 i
    ,  ,  ,    ,    , Ž . Ž .i1 i i1 i i1 i1 i ii1 ii1, i
Ž . 12Ž . 12Ž . Ž . 12Ž .for all  ,  H  H  ,  ,  H  i1 i i1 i i1 i i1
12Ž .H  .i
12Ž . 12Ž .Then, we let S : H  H  ,1 1 1
12 12 12 12S : H  H  H  H  , i 2, p 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i1 i i1 i
12Ž . 12Ž .and S : H  H  be the local SteklovPoincare opera-´p p1 p1
tors defined, respectively, by

S  ,   R  ,  ,Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 11 
 1 1
S  ,  ,  , Ž . Ž .i i1 i i1 i i1, i
 
 R  ,  , R  ,  ,  , Ž . Ž . Ž .i i1 i i i1 i i1 iž /
 
i1i i i i1, i
and

S  ,   R  ,  .Ž . Ž .p p1 p1 p p1 p1p1 
p p1
Also, from now on we assume, without loss of generality, that p is odd.
Then, we express all the local SteklovPoincare operators S with odd´ i
index as
S  ,   A R  , R  2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
12Ž .for all  ,  H  ,1 1 1
S  ,  ,  ,   A R  ,  , R  ,  3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i1 i i1 i i i i1 i i i1 ii1, i
Ž . Ž . 12Ž . 12Ž .for all  ,  ,  ,  H  H  , andi1 i i1 i i1 i
S  ,   A R  , R  4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .p p1 p1 p p p1 p p1p1
12Ž .for all  ,  H  .p1 p1 p1
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On the other hand, for even i we write the local SteklovPoincare´
operators by using the boundary integral equation method. Then, following
 16 , we use the hypersingular representation of S given byi
1 1
 1S  IK V IK W , 5Ž .i    i i i iž / ž /2 2
where the boundary integral operators are given by
V 	 x  E x , y 	 y ds ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H yi
 i

K  x  E x , y  y ds ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H yi 
 yi





W  x  E x , y  y ds .Ž . Ž . Ž .H yi 
 
x yi
Now, for even i we define the bilinear form
12 12 12 12A˜ : H  H   H  H   RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i1 i i1 i
as
A˜  ,  ,  , Ž . Ž .Ž .i i1 i i1 i
 S  ,  ,  , Ž . Ž .i i1 i i1 i i1, i
1 1
 1 IK V K W  ,  ,Ž .    i1 i½ 5i i i iž / ž /2 2
 ,  . 6Ž . Ž .i1 i
i1, i
  p1 12Ž .Then, denoting ,  as the duality pairing between Ł H i1 i
p1 12Ž .and Ł H  , our SteklovPoincare problem reads: find ´i1 i
p1 12Ž . Ž . , . . . ,  Ł H  such that1 p1 i1 i
S    , 7Ž . Ž .
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p1 12Ž . p1 12Ž .where S : Ł H   Ł H  is the global Steklovi1 i i1 i
Poincare operator defined by´
S  ,   A R  , R   A R  , R Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 p p p1 p p1
 A R  ,  , R  , Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i i1 i i i1 i
3	i	p2
i odd
˜ A  ,  ,  , Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i1 i i1 i
2	i	p1
i even
Ž . Ž . p1 12Ž .for all   , . . . ,  ,   , . . . ,  Ł H  , and 1 p1 1 p1 i1 i
p1 12Ž .Ł H  is given byi1 i
  ,  A w , R   fR  dx A w , R Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ Ž .H1 1 1 1 1 1 p p p p1
1
 f R  dxŽ .H p p1
 p
1 V f y E x , y dy ,  , Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H i1 ii
 i2	i	p1 i1, i
i even
 f R  ,  dx A w , R  , Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý H i i1 i i i i i1 i½ 5
 i3	i	p2
i odd
p1 12Ž .for all Ł H  .i1 i
Ž .We end this section by remarking that the interface problem 7 , which
Ž . Ž  .is equivalent with 1 , is uniquely solvable see 20 .
3. ITERATIVE INTERFACE SOLVERS
It is well known that a crucial part in any domain decomposition
algorithm is how to efficiently solve the SteklovPoincare problem. The´
choice of an iterative method must take into account the inherent charac-
teristics of the problem such as symmetry and positiveness. Since in
general, at the discrete level, the spectral condition number of the
SteklovPoincare operator increases dramatically as the step size of the´
mesh becomes smaller, an adequate choice of the preconditioner is of
central importance.
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3.1. The Richardson Scheme
The first iterative algorithm that we use to solve the interface problem
Ž . 0 p1 12Ž .7 is the Richardson iteration method. Given  Ł H  and ai1 i
Ž .preconditioner operator P, the Richardson method for solving S   
n1 n 1 Ž n.constructs the sequence     P  S  for all nN

 40 , where  0 is a relaxation parameter.
There are several possibilities for choosing P. In most applications, it
reduces to a convex linear combination of S , i 1, p. However, in ouri
present case, once we introduce a finite number of annular subregions
partitioning , the above choice leads to an iteration-by-subdomain algo-
rithm in which non-uniquely solvable problems appear. Hence, in order to
overcome this difficulty, we use the preconditioner PÝ S  T whereeven i
p1 12Ž . p1 12Ž .T : Ł H  Ł H  is defined byi1 i i1 i
p1
2² :T  ,   c  ,  ,Ž . Ý L Ž .i i i i
i1
where c  0, i 1, p, are arbitrary constants. Alternative choices for Ti
 can be seen in 10 . Here we are considering, without loss of generality,
that p 3 is odd. Then, in order to obtain an iteration-by-subdomain
Ž .algorithm for the interface problem 7 , we substitute P into the Richard-
n1 Ž . n n nson sequence obtaining   1     , where  satisfies
1
n n  S  T  S  T  .Ž .Ý Ýi i½ 5 ½ 5
even odd
The latter equation suggests the following iterative algorithm to upgrade
n:
Ž .1 Solve in parallel the boundary value problems:
un f in  , un g on  , un n on  ;1 1 1 0 D 1 1 1
for i 3, 5, . . . , p 2,
un f in  , un n on  , un n on  ;i i i i1 i1 i i i
and
un f in  , un n on  ,p p p p1 p1
 un bp n2W u  on  .Ž .p N
  r
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Ž n .  Ž . Ž Ž n .  Ž n .  .Set d  u 
 , d , d   u 
 ,  u 
 ,  1 1 1 i1 i i i i i1 i1 i
Ž n . i 3, 5, . . . , p 2, and d  u 
 .p1 p p p1
Ž . Ž n n.2 Solve in parallel for  ,  , i 2, 4, . . . , p 1, the boundaryi1 i
integral equations,
1 1
 1 n n n nIK V IK W  ,   c  , c Ž . Ž .    i1 i i1 i1 i ii i i iž / ž /2 2
1
 1 d , d  IK V f y E x , y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Hi1 i  i i2  i

n n f y E x , y dy c  , c  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H i1 i1 i i
 x i
n1 Ž . n nand compute   1     .
Ž .3 If a given stop criterion is not satisfied, set n n 1 and go
Ž .to 1 .
Finally, we observe that the convergence of this procedure is guaranteed
by the fact that, for a sufficiently small parameter  , the mapping
p1 p1
12 1 12H     P  S   H Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Łi i
i1 i1
becomes a contraction. We note that this can be easily proved by using
 Theorem 10 in 10 . Then, in this case we obtain that the solution
n Ž Ž n. Ž n .. 1Ž .u  u  , . . . , u  converges to u in H  . Note that, just for1 1 p p1
the sake of simplicity, we have utilized here the strong formulations of the
boundary value problems. In order to deal with the discrete schemes, we
must use the corresponding bilinear forms representing the variational
formulations of those problems.
3.2. The Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method
It is well known that fixed point formulations can be accelerated by
using conjugate gradient techniques, which only applies to symmetric and
0 p1 12Ž .positive definite systems. We remark that, given  Ł H  , thei1 i
Ž  .preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm reads see 12
r 0  S 0 , z 0 P1 r 0 ,Ž . Ž .
² 0 0 :z , P zŽ .
1 0 0  ,      z , w  1.0 0 10 0² :z , S zŽ .
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do n 1 until convergence
P z n  r n  S n ,Ž . Ž .
² n n :z , P zŽ .
  ,n n n² :z , S zŽ .
² n n :1  z , P z 1Ž .n 1 ,n1 n1w  w² :z , P zŽ .n1 n1 n
n1  n1  w  z n n n1 .Ž .n1 n
Test on convergence
end do.
Ž . Ž .We note that the steps 1 and 2 of the BEMFEM algorithm
described in Section 3.1 will be used to describe the present procedure.
Now, if we substitute PÝ S  T into the preconditioned conjugateeven i
 p1 12Ž .gradient scheme and denote as before z  z for all zŁ H  ,i i1 ii
we obtain the following BEMFEM iteration-by-subdomain algorithm:
Ž . 0 Ž . Ž . 0 0 01 Calculate  by using 1 and 2 and set z     .
Ž . Ž .2 Calculate totally parallel step
0 0 0 0 p1  0 0  Ý z , z , S z , z Ý c z , zŽ . Ž .even i1 i i i1 i i1 i i ii1, i i
  .0 0 0 p2 0 0 0 0 0 0   z , S z Ý z , z , S z , z  z , S z Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 i2 i1 i i i1 i p1 p p11 i1, i p1
Ž . 0 1 0 03 Update  by means of      z and set w  1.0 1
Ž . n Ž . Ž . n n n4 Calculate  by using 1 and 2 and set z     .
Ž . Ž .5 Calculate totally parallel step
p1
n n n n n n  z , z , S z , z  c z , z ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn i1 i i i1 i i i i ii1, i
even i1
p21 1
n n n n n n z , S z  z , z , S z , zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 1 i1 i i i1 i1 i1, i½ n n i2
n n z , S z .Ž .p1 p p1 p1 5
Ž . n6 Update  and w throughn
1   1n n 1 ,
w   wn1 n1 n1 n
n1  n1  w  z n n n1 .Ž .n1 n
Ž .7 If a given stop criterion is not satisfied, set n n 1 and go
Ž .to 4 .
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4. FINITE DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATIONS
Let T be a quasi-uniform triangulation of  made up of triangles h
 4not crossing the interfaces  , i 1, p 1, and set    :  T .i h h
 4Also, for i 1, p, we put    :   and denote  andi, h i D , h
Ž . , the polygonal curves determined by T approximating  and  ,N , h h D N
respectively.
Now, we introduce the discrete analogue of A ; that is, for odd ii
1 1Ž . Ž . 1, p 2, A : H  H   R is defined byi, h i, h i, h
A z ,   z   dxŽ . Hi , h i i i i
 i , h
1Ž . 1Ž .and A : H  H   R byp, h p, h p, h
A z ,   z   dx 2  , V z² :Ž . ˙ ˙Ž .Hp , h p p p p p h p h
 p , h
1Ž . 12Ž . 12Ž .for all z ,  H  , where V : H  H  is the sin-i i i, h h N, h N, h
² :gle layer operator on  and  ,  stands for the duality pairinghN, h
12Ž . 12Ž . 2Ž .between H  and H  with respect to the L  -innerN , h N , h N, h
product. Also, we define the finite element subspaces
H    C  :   P  Ž . 4Ž . i , h h i , h h 1 i , h
and
   :  H , 4i , h h h i , hi
Ž .where P  is the space of polynomials of degree 	 1 defined on  . In1
addition, we set
0  4H   H :   0 on  
  ,1, h h 1, h h D , h 1
0  4H   H :   0 on  
  , i 2, p 1i , h h i , h h i1 i
and
H 0   H :   0 on  . 4p , h h p , h h p1
Then, in analogy with the continuous operators, we define for odd i the
discrete harmonic extensions:
 Ž .R :     R  H solution of1, h 1, h 1, h 1, h 1, h 1, h
A R  ,   0  H 0 ,Ž .Ž .1, h 1, h 1, h h h 1, h
R    on  ,Ž .1, h 1, h 1, h 1
R   0 on  .Ž .1, h 1, h D , h
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 Ž .For odd i  3, p 2, R :      ,  i, h i1, h i, h i1, h i, h
Ž .R  ,  H solution ofi, h i1, h i, h i, h
A R  ,  ,   0  H 0 ,Ž .Ž .i , h i , h i1, h i , h h h i , h
R  ,    on  ,Ž .i , h i1, h i , h i1, h i1
R  ,    on  .Ž .i , h i1, h i , h i , h i
 Ž .R :     R  H solution ofp, h p1, h p1, h p, h p1, h p, h
A R  ,   0  H 0 ,Ž .Ž .p p , h p1, h h h p , h
R    on  .Ž .p , h p1, h p1, h p1
In what follows we denote  Ł p1  and by  its dual. More-h i1 i, h h
  Ž   .over, ,  resp. ,  denotes the duality pairing between i, h i1, i, h i, h
Ž .  Ž   .resp.   and its dual space  resp.   . Withi1, h i, h i, h i1, h i, h
the above definitions, we can introduce the discrete local SteklovPoin-
Ž .care operators expressed by FEM odd index as´
S  ,   A R  , R Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1, h 1, h 1, h 1, h 1, h 1, h 1, h 1, h1, h
for all  ,   ,1, h 1, h 1, h
S  ,  ,  , Ž . Ž .i , h i1, h i , h i1, h i , h i1, i , h
 A R  ,  , R  , Ž . Ž .Ž .i , h i , h i1, h i , h i , h i1, h i , h
Ž . Ž .for all  ,  ,  ,    andi1, h i, h i1, h i, h i1, h i, h
S  ,   A R  , R Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .p , h p1, h p1, h p , h p , h p1, h p , h p1, hp1, h
for all  ,   .p1, h p1, h p1, h
In addition, for even i the discrete SteklovPoincare operators S are´ i, h
Ž . Ž . Ž .expressed by BEM as in 5 , that is, S  ,   S  ,  fori, h i1, h i, h i i1, h i, h
Ž .all  ,    , which implies that they preserve thei1, h i, h i1, h i, h
continuity and coerciveness properties.
At this point it is very important to remark that, since the interfaces  ,i
i 1, p 1 are polygonals, the bilinear forms A and A coincide for alli i, h
˜odd i 2, p 1. Also, the same is true for A and the correspondingi
˜discrete bilinear form A . However, it is also worth remarking that fori, h
practical computations one must replace V1 in the definition of S by an i, hi
approximated operator of finite range. More precisely, given finite dimen-
12 12 ˜Ž .sional subspaces H of H  with mesh size h, we define the˜i, h i
operator
1
1 12 12V IK :   H H˜ ˜ ˜ , h  i1, h i , h i1, h i , hi iž /2
 ,    ,  ,Ž . Ž .˜ ˜i1, h i , h i1, h i , h
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Ž . 12 12where  ,  H H is the unique solution of˜ ˜ ˜ ˜i1, h i, h i1, h i, h
 , , V  , Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜i1, h i , h  i1, h i , hi i1, i
1
  ,  , IK  , Ž .Ž .˜ ˜i1, h i , h  i1, h i , hiž /2 i1, i
Ž . 12 12for all  ,  H H .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜i1, h i, h i1, h i, h
 For further details on this technical analysis we refer to 20 .
Now, the discrete SteklovPoincare operator S :   becomes´ h h h
S Ý p S . According to our previous choice, we take constantsh i1 i, h
c  0, i 1, p 1, and consider P :   as follows: P Ý Si h h h h even i, h
Ž . Ž T , where for all    , . . . ,  ,    , . . . ,h h 1, h p1, h h 1, h
. p1, h h
p1
 T  ,   c  ,  .Ž . Ýh h h i i , h i , h i , hh
i1
  Here, ,  stands for the duality pairing between  and  .h h h
We note that the invertibility of P and S guarantees the convergenceh h
of the Richardson algorithm for a sufficiently small parameter  . How-
ever, from the numerical point of view, one needs to prove that this
convergence does not depend on h. In fact, we first observe that P1S ish h
symmetric and positive definite with respect to the inner product defined
   Ž . by  ,   P  ,  for all  ,   . It follows that theh h P h h h h h h hh
eigenvalues of P1S are positive real numbers 0 	 	 	 	  	 	 ,h h 1 2 m
where m is the dimension of  . Also, we note that  , the spectralh
condition number of P1S , is given by  	 	 where 	 h h m 1 m
Ž 1 Ž .    . 1 Ž sup P S  ,    ,  and 	  sup  ,    h h h h P h h P 1   h h Ph h h h h h h 1 Ž .  .P S  ,  .h h h h Ph
The following two lemmata will be needed to estimate  .
LEMMA 4.1. Let  be a Lipschitz continuous boundary and consider
12 ˜ 12 ˜Ž . Ž .H  , H  R, and r R such that   r. Then, there˜ ˜
exists C 0 such that
˜ 2 2 2 1212 2 12	 	 	 	 	 	    C  H  .Ž .H Ž . L Ž . H Ž .
Proof. First, by using the triangle inequality, it follows that
2 ˜ 212 12	 	 	 	   r˜H Ž . H Ž .
˜ 2 212 12	 	 	 		 2   r˜½ 5H Ž . H Ž .
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	 	 12 	 	 2and then, by using the fact that r  r , we can write˜ ˜H Ž . L Ž .
2 ˜ 2 212 12 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2   r˜½ 5H Ž . H Ž . L Ž .
˜ 2 ˜ 212 2	 	 	 	 2    ½ 5H Ž . L Ž .
˜ 2 2 ˜ 212 2 2	 	 	 	 	 		 2   2   2  .½ 5H Ž . L Ž . L Ž .
	 	 2 	 	 12 12Ž .Finally, since  	  for all H  , we conclude thatL Ž . H Ž .
2 ˜ 2 2 1212 12 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6    H  ,Ž . 4H Ž . H Ž . L Ž .
which completes the proof.




12 12	 	 	 	   	 S  ,  	M Ý ÝH Ž . H Ž .S i , h h h h S i , hhi i
i1 i1
Ž .for all    , . . . ,   .h 1, h p1, h h
ŽProof. It follows from the well known extension theorem for FEM see
 .2, 28 , the properties of the discrete single layer potential V , theh
generalized Poincare inequality, and the trace theorem. We omit further´
 details and refer the reader to 20, 25, 26 .
The following result establishes that the convergence of our algorithms
is independent of h.
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a positie constant C, independent of h, such
that 	 C.
Proof. By using the definitions given through this section, we can write
the discrete preconditioner P ash





2	 	 c   Ý L Ž .i i , h h hi
i1
and then, using the fact that
	 	 2 	 	 12 12 	   H  ,Ž .L Ž . H Ž .i , h i , h i , h ii i
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we find that there exists M  0, independent of h, such thatP
p1
2
12	 	P  ,  	M    .Ž . Ý H Ž .h h h P i h hih
i1
 Ž . On the other hand, in order to obtain a lower bound for P  ,  ,h h h h
it follows that for all  h h
2





2	 	 c Ý L Ž .i i , h i
i1
p1
2 2˜ 12 2	 	 	 	     , 4Ý H Ž . L Ž .i i , h i , hi i
i1
˜ 12Ž .  4where  H  R is defined as in Lemma 4.1 and  min  , c .i, h i i i i
 4By setting min  and using Lemma 4.1, we conclude thati
p1




12	 	  Ý H Ž .P i , h i
i1
for all   . Finally, taking into account the above estimates concern-h h
ing the discrete preconditioner and Lemma 4.2 for the discrete global
SteklovPoincare operator, the bounds for 	 and 	1 are given by´ m 1
Ž Ž .   Ž .  . 1	  sup S  ,   P  ,  	 M  and 	 m   h h h h h h h h S P 1h h
Ž Ž .   Ž .  .sup P  ,   S  ,  	 M  . This completes the  h h h h h h h h P Sh h 1proof since  	 	 .m 1
Now, concerning numerical experiments, we mention that the exterior
boundary value problem studied here has already been successfully solved
 by using FEM-based domain decomposition methods in 6 . Also, several
numerical experiments performed on a parallel computer, using the pre-
conditioners of the present paper together with Richardson’s and conju-
 gate gradient methods, are reported in 10 . Hence, the suitable combina-
tion of FEM and BEM explained here must produce at least as good
 results as in 6, 10 , with less computational effort.
As a final remark, we note that the extension of these algorithms to
nonlinear exterior boundary value problems can be done similarly as
1Ž . Ž  .shown here by using linear preconditioners on H  see 10, 20 .
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